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All-new, integrated tutorials make the
award-winning ELLIS Intro better than ever.
ELLIS Intro, suitable for beginners from
middle school to adult, uses contextual
video and 140 completely new, integrated
tutorials in vocabulary, grammar,
pronunciation, and communication.

“This powerful multimedia instructional program
creates a real-world learning environment.”
— ESL MAGAZINE

ELLIS Intro’s 35 lessons teach everyday English
skills as students listen to, interact with, and learn
from characters using natural English in real-life
situations. Students can stop or repeat a scene,
view the text of scripts as they are acted out,
slow down the speed of dialogue, and record
and compare their own voices to those of native
speakers. Every listening activity becomes a
speaking opportunity, and practice activities are
built into each learning objective.
Learners personalize their own studies by deciding
how much native language support they receive
and how many times they repeat activities. As
they cover practical topics such as shopping,
using public transportation, and getting medical
attention, students are consistently encouraged
to immediately use what they are being taught.
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ELLIS Academic 3.0 Suite Features
Enhanced Content
• New products for learners at all levels
• Integrated skills foundation
• New in-depth, tutorial-based lessons
• Macromedia Flash animations
• Voice recording and comparison
• Native language support in dozens of languages
• New accent reduction tools
• Interactive role-play
• Interactive photo dictionary
• Detailed quizzes and tests

With hundreds of hours of instruction, ELLIS Academic 3.0 combines digital audio and video, voice
recording, role-play, and native language support
to create an engaging, research-based environment for every level of English language training.
ELLIS Intro is part of this complete, enhanced ELLIS solution for teaching and learning the English
language.
As a winner of the prestigious Software Award
of Excellence from Technology and Learning
Magazine, ELLIS Intro builds the foundation for
any interactive ESL/EFL/bilingual classroom with
innovative features including:
• Contextual, sequential presentation of skills

• Enhanced, integrated help feature
• New computer-adaptive placement test

• Native language support in dozens of languages
• Pronunciation videos for each sound taught

New Management and Reporting Tools
• Correlations to district, state, and national standards

• Over 2,000 vocabulary words and phrases
• Enhanced summary sections for each skill

• Help-at-a-Glance cards
• Certificates of Completion
• Parent Letter Templates (pre-translated in dozens of languages)

• Numerous progress quizzes and unit tests
• Student Workbook with reinforcement
lessons and writing practice

Improved Instructor Utilities
• Tracks student progress

• Interactive picture dictionary

• Measures student achievement and proficiency gains
• Allows creation of individual student / class learning paths

• Innovative practice activities

• Increases teacher control options
New Supplementary Materials
• New ELLIS Intro Course Books and Listening CDs
• Additional Web-based reading and writing activities
• Student Workbooks and Instructor Guides
New Technology Enhancements
• Available on Mac OS
• Internet-capable Instructor Utilities
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